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Learning outcomes:  

LO3: Investigate how an organization can use robotics to achieve cost leadership, 
differentiation, or focus. 

LO4: Decide if an application of robotics is appropriate in an organization. 

LO5: Evaluate the strategic, technical, and other aspects of an application of robotics. 

Name: Alex Seguin 

Instructions and guidelines (Read carefully) 

Review guidelines: 

Your assignment will be reviewed according to your insight into tasks and processes that 
could benefit from the use of robotics, your desired future state for your organization, your 
insight into technical and leadership requirements, and the structure and logic of your 
writing. View the detailed rubric on the Online Campus. 
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Question 1 

Consider the working environment you have chosen to focus on during this 
program. Identify three to five organizational processes that could benefit from the 
use of robotics. (Max. 50 words per process.) 

Organizational process which can benefit from Robotics are listed below: 

• 1. Thermal Imaging Land Rover System  

• 2. Thermal Imaging Air Drone System 

• 3. Robotic Meeting Assistant 

1. Having a land based rover thermal imaging robotic system would improve the efficiency 
of many customers.  Their goals would be to take asset images consistently and trend 
historic thermal imaging data to identify problem areas that required maintenance. 

2.  The same could be done with aerial drone thermal imaging platform.  Having a pre-
programed route with a drone that contains visual and thermal imaging cameras could 
improve a customer’s ability to collect data in difficult to reach inspection routes.  

3. A robotic system could help a team’s efficiency by capturing meeting notes, assigning 
actions, and establishing upcoming meetings. 

Question 2 

Setting a vision or desired future state is the process of defining the desired pathway 
for a technology’s deployment. Before using robots in your organization, you will 
need to identify what you hope to achieve. Using Porter’s three generic strategies 
as a reference, describe how robots will impact cost leadership, differentiation, or 
focus to give you a competitive edge. 

Be sure to outline your desired future state where robots are used in the 
organizational processes you discussed in Question 1. (Max. 200 words in total.) 

Robotic systems designed for Industrial Customer needs, will better deliver the Focus 
Strategy.  Having robotic thermal imaging systems navigate and maneuver reliably 
through both land and air could add significant value to a customer’s existing thermography 
program.  As proven in past Voice of the Customer, helping Industrial Customers 
streamline their thermography workflow, improves customer efficiency helping generate 
additional value. 

Using Robotics internally can also streamline efforts when it comes to administrative tasks.  
A robotic system that is assigned to key executives could help annotate meeting notes, 
assign actions, and perform other team tasks to help reduce costs and improve team 
efficiency.  This could free up time for value added strategic tasks that require more human 
creativity and brainpower.  As discussed above, robotics applied to both customer facing 
and internal processes, can help create synergies, separating AI and human tasks where 
it makes the most sense.   This will help better execute a Focus Strategy, to more 
efficiently serve the Industrial Customer segment with the team’s existing resources. 
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Question 3 

Consider the technical and leadership or managerial requirements of rolling out 
robots across the areas you have identified in Question 1. Cover the following 
questions in your answer: (Max. 300 words in total.) 

• Who should be involved in implementing the proposed initiative, and what 
should the scope of their roles be? 

• How does the proposed initiative fit in with the business strategy and IT 
strategy? 

• What are some technical considerations and requirements for 
implementation? 

Management must address two focus areas to implement a robotics program for both 
customer offerings and internal employees: 

• Customer Robotics Offerings: Thermal imaging automation through robotics 

• Internal Admin Bot: Admin assistant that enables meeting efficiency and tasks 

Internal employees must identify customer benefits and shared them with internal 
employees, to execute a Focus Strategy, to better serve the needs of the Industrial 
Customer.  Strategic “light house customers” will help provide feedback on new robotics 
capabilities.  Additionally, a team must be assigned with expert thermographers from sales 
support, product management, training organizations, and end-customers.  Hiring a 
robotics system expert would also help show commitment to future customers and 
investors.  This expert must help establish auto-navigation capabilities for both the land 
and air systems, so the robots/drone can move around a customer’s site with limited human 
interaction.  As well, both customer and internal IT managers must help automatically 
transfer the thermal imaging data from the robot/drone to the cloud-based software.  The 
thermal imaging robotics team can then consolidate the initial learnings to establish a few 
product offerings. 

Both customer and internal robotics initiatives will likely work once the ML and NLP 
infrastructure is in place (see Assignment M2 U3 and M3 U3).  For an internal 
administration focused robot, the immediate commercial team must be involved, with the 
occasional input from the cross functional team members.  The first task would be to 
automate the capturing of meeting notes, and capture action items in real time.  
Personalization through individual voice recognition would be next, as the system 
advances to recognize individual team members.  Ultimately, the robotic system must help 
advance the team’s efficiency by aiding in administrative tasks.  This will help free up time 
to focus on more strategic tasks, critical for lean teams who have limited band width. 


